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The obesity epidemic, including a marked increase in the
prevalence of obesity among pregnant women, represents a critical public health problem in the United States
and throughout the world. Over the past two decades, it
has been increasingly recognized that the risk of adult
health disorders, particularly metabolic syndrome, can be
markedly influenced by prenatal and infant environmental exposures (ie, developmental programming). Low
birth weight, together with infant catch-up growth, is
associated with a significant risk of adult obesity and
cardiovascular disease, as well as adverse effects on
pulmonary, renal, and cerebral function. Conversely,
exposure to maternal obesity or high birth weight also
represents an increased risk for childhood and adult
obesity. In addition, fetal exposure to select chemicals
(eg, phytoestrogens) or environmental pollutants (eg,
tobacco smoke) may affect the predisposition to adult
disease. Animal models have confirmed human epidemiologic findings and provided insight into putative programming mechanisms, including altered organ development,
cellular signaling responses, and epigenetic modifications
(ie, control of gene expression without modification of DNA
sequence). Prenatal care is transitioning to incorporate
goals of optimizing maternal, fetal, and neonatal health to
prevent or reduce adult-onset diseases. Guidelines regarding optimal pregnancy nutrition and weight gain, management of low- and high-fetal-weight pregnancies, use of
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maternal glucocorticoids, and newborn feeding strategies,
among others, have yet to fully integrate long-term consequences on adult health.
(Obstet Gynecol 2011;117:978–85)
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ormalized prenatal care was established as a program of three pregnancy visits in Boston, Massachusetts, in the early 1900s. As the maternal death
rate approached 1% of pregnancies, it is not surprising
that care focused on maternal mortality (eg, preeclampsia, infection, and hemorrhage). With the dramatic reductions in maternal mortality, the prenatal
care focus in the latter part of the 20th century
transitioned to reducing fetal and neonatal morbidity
and mortality. As detailed in this review, we are at the
precipice of another transition: to optimize fetal and
neonatal health to prevent or reduce a diversity of
adult-onset diseases.
Obesity has emerged as a preeminent public
health problem.1 In the United States, 66% of adults
are overweight (body mass index [BMI, calculated as
weight (kg)/[height (m)]2] 25 to less than 30), half of
whom are obese (BMI 30 or more), representing a
modern health crisis. Perhaps of even greater concern
is the continued increase in prevalence of obesity
among pregnant women, which is associated with
high-birth-weight newborns and a known risk factor
for childhood obesity.2,3 To further exacerbate this
problem, childhood obesity is known to lead to adult
obesity.4 Over the past two decades, it has been
increasingly recognized that the risk of adult health
disorders, particularly obesity and metabolic syndrome, can be markedly influenced by early life
events, such as prenatal and neonatal growth trajectory and environmental exposures. Much of the impetus in this area is attributable to the seminal works
of Barker and Hales,5,6 who in the early 1990s linked
nutritional insufficiency during embryonic and fetal
development to latent diseases in adulthood. The
Barker hypothesis postulates that a number of organ
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structures and associated functions will undergo programming during prenatal life, determining the set
points of physiological and metabolic responses that
continue into adulthood. Alterations in embryonic
and fetal nutrition as well as endocrine status during
gestation can result in developmental adaptations that
produce permanent structural, physiological, metabolic, and epigenetic changes, thereby predisposing
an individual to adult cardiovascular, metabolic, and
endocrine diseases, particularly metabolic syndrome.
This fetal origin hypothesis since has been expanded
to include early childhood development and effect on
a diversity of adult disorders. This article provides a
brief overview of the developmental origins of health
and disease concept, recent scientific advances, and
implications for future investigation.

Maternal Nutritional Status and Offspring
Cardiovascular Diseases and Metabolic
Syndrome
In retrospective studies, Barker et al examined the
incidence of coronary heart disease in middle-life and
late-life patients and correlated that to body measurements at birth. Using birth weight as a surrogate indicator of intrauterine growth, Osmond et al7 report a nearly
twofold increase in death rates from coronary heart
disease among those born at the lower (2.5 kg) compared with the upper (4.3 kg) extremes of weight.
Similar results were obtained from another cohort, with
recognition that individuals who were small at birth (but
born full-term), rather than those born prematurely,
were at increased risk for coronary heart disease.8 Since
then, a robust body of epidemiological evidence from
various populations supports these findings. Broadly
speaking, these investigations reported that lower birth
weight, coupled with accelerated weight gain during
early childhood, was associated with significantly higher
incidence of coronary heart diseases later in life. Typi-

Birth phenotype

cally, this correlation was independent of age, sex,
ethnicity, socioeconomic status, and marital status. Besides coronary heart disease, blood pressure in adults
also appears to be inversely related to birth weight.
These findings are supported by historical studies, recent observations,9 and meta-analyses of the literature,10
and they have been captured by recent reviews.11–14
In the same retrospective studies in which associations between low birth weight and coronary disease
were noted, Hales et al6 observed impaired glucose
tolerance or diabetes, whereas Barker et al15 found that
the prevalence of the metabolic syndrome decreased
progressively with increasing birth weight. Based on
their findings, these two investigators proposed the
“thrifty phenotype” hypothesis, which stated that a
malnourished fetus made adaptive changes in glucose–
insulin metabolism, including reduced capacity for insulin secretion and insulin resistance, to improve survival
under conditions of nutritional deprivation.16 However,
if or when nutrition became adequate or excessive
postnatally, physiological conflicts arose as glucose intolerance was triggered by a positive caloric balance.
Gluckman and Hanson17 elaborated a “match–mismatch” thesis of the “predictive–adaptive” response by
the fetus (Fig. 1). Fetal metabolism is programmed to
respond to environmental cues reflective of what is
expected after birth. Accordingly, the fetus will adapt by
conserving nutrients if the maternal environment signals
harsh conditions and by disposing of nutrients if the
conditions are favorable. If the postnatal reality
“matches” these predicted conditions, then the offspring
is best prepared for the challenges of survival. Conversely, should there be a mismatch when a state of
nutrient conservation prenatally (reflected by low birth
weight and size) is met with an abundance or excess of
nutrients postnatally and the individual’s metabolic processes are maladapted, leading to elevated risks of
chronic diseases in adulthood. Many studies have con-
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Fig. 1. Effects of epigenetics and
environment on birth and adult
phenotypes.
Modified
from
Gluckman PD, Hanson MA. Living with the past: evolution, development, and patterns of disease. Science 2004;305:1773– 6.
Reprinted with permission from
American Association for the Advancement of Science.
Lau. Programming of Adult Disease.
Obstet Gynecol 2011.
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firmed an additive effect of fetal growth restriction and
subsequent obesity in worsening glucose tolerance and
insulin insensitivity.18 In the thrifty phenotype hypothesis, catch-up growth of newborns who are small for
gestational age (SGA) that leads to childhood obesity has
been regarded as a key predictor of latent diseases in
adulthood19; hence, no increase in risk of diabetes for
small size at birth was observed in the absence of
excessive postnatal weight gain.20 The associations between birth weight, childhood BMI, and noninsulindependent diabetes mellitus are strongly supported by
epidemiological studies from different populations21 and
have been summarized in recent reviews.
Although considerable attention has been drawn
to the developmental origins of cardiovascular disease
and metabolic syndrome, the Barker hypothesis has
been extended to other adult disease risks as well,
including effects on kidney size and function,22,23 lung
function,24,25 immune function,26 learning ability,27
mental health, aging and menopause,28 polycystic
ovaries,29 and cancer.30 –32 Typically, these recently
reported associations tend to be more sporadic, less
definitive, and less consistent than those for coronary
heart disease and diabetes. Perhaps additional studies
on the horizon will lend confirmation and clarity. The
predictive–adaptive theory may not be applicable to
many of these SGA long-term outcomes. For example, human and animal studies of SGA newborns
demonstrate reduced glomerular number, with nephogenesis having been completed at birth in humans. Thus, the process and consequence of reduced
intrauterine growth is sufficient to impair renal development, with no evidence to date that a match or
mismatch in the postnatal period aids or impedes
adult renal function.

Controversies With Interpretation of Birth
Weight and Catch-Up Growth
Although birth weight has been used widely as an
empirical index to correlate with disease risks in adult
life, primarily because the data are readily available,
its reliability as a surrogate for the quality of the
intrauterine environment has been questioned.33–35
Low birth weight may reflect genetic differences or
adaptations to high altitudes and in itself does not
always predict adverse outcomes for the offspring.
Other measures such as birth length, ponderal index,
or perhaps a measure of muscle and fat mass may
provide better indicators of an adverse prenatal environment. Fetal-to-placental weight ratio at birth also
has been suggested as a possible predictor of risk of
adult diseases.36 In addition, the window of metabolic
programming or plasticity likely extends from fetal
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life to at least the early infancy period, and sole
reliance on birth weight may be misleading. Encouraging postnatal catch-up or accelerated growth also is
controversial. As discussed, animal and human studies have provided evidence of health risks (insulin
resistance, hypertension, obesity) of such accelerated
postnatal growth in newborns born underweight,37– 42
although the findings are not necessarily uniform.43
Moreover, elevated disease risks also have been associated with poor childhood growth.44 – 46 The health
benefits and detriments of catch-up growth for undersized newborns remain a subject of debate.47

Potential Mechanisms of Developmental
Programming
Experiments with laboratory animals have revealed
several potential mechanisms of metabolic programming by hormonal signals, epigenetic modifications,
and mitochondrial function. A number of studies
have focused on resetting of fetal endocrine homeostasis in response to fetal growth impairment. Several
hormones known to regulate fetal growth and development also may play a central role in intrauterine
programming. These include anabolic hormones such
as insulin, insulin-like growth factors (insulin-like
growth factor I and insulin-like growth factor II),
prolactin, and thyroid hormones, as well as catabolic
hormones such as the glucocorticoids. These hormones act as nutritional and maturational cues and
adapt fetal development to the prevailing intrauterine
conditions, thereby maximizing the chances of survival in utero and after birth. Such endocrine maneuvers may have short-term benefits to the well-being of
fetus but also may permanently reset the endocrine
system to predispose the adult to aberrant physiological functions and, ultimately, disease.
Epigenetic control of gene expression involves
modification of the genome without altering the DNA
sequence itself and is typically mediated by changing
the DNA methylation pattern or modifications of
chromatin packaging via changes in histone acetylation, methylation, or phosphorylation (Fig. 2). The
epigenome is re-established at specific stages of development and is largely maintained throughout life,
making it a prime candidate as the basis for fetal
programming. The seminal work of Waterland and
Jirtle48 demonstrated that dietary supplementation
can dramatically alter a heritable phenotype in mice.
A number of genes potentially involved in fetal programming have been determined to be under epigenetic regulation, including the glucocorticoid receptor,
POMC, 11␤-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase, corticotrophin-releasing factor, leptin, glucose transporter, and
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Fig. 2. Characteristics of epigenomes. DNA methylation,
histone modifications, nucleosome positioning, and small
RNAs interact to regulate gene expression. Reprinted by
permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd (Nature Reviews
Genetics): Schones DE, Zhao K. Genome-wide approaches
to studying chromatin modifications. Nat Rev Genet 2008;
9:179 –91, copyright 2008.
Lau. Programming of Adult Disease. Obstet Gynecol 2011.

peroxisome proliferator-activated receptors. Hence, it is
reasonable to hypothesize that epigenetic alteration of
gene expression attributable to an altered nutrient environment may, at least in part, underlie developmental
programming of metabolism.

A Mechanism for Programmed Obesity:
Appetite Dysfunction
Appetite and satiety function must develop in utero in
precocial species (ie, species in which newborns are
relatively mature and mobile at birth) to prepare for
newborn life. In the rat and human, although neurons
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that regulate appetite and satiety are detectable in the
fetal hypothalamus early in gestation, the functional
neuronal pathways form during the second week of
postnatal life in the rat and likely during the third
trimester in humans.49,50 Studies demonstrate a critical
neurotrophic role of leptin, the obesity (ob) gene product
synthesized primarily by adipose tissue and placenta. In
the adult, leptin acts as a satiety factor, decreasing
appetite. In contrast, in the fetus or newborn, leptin
promotes the development of satiety pathways. In leptin-deficient (ob/ob) mice, satiety pathways are permanently disrupted, demonstrating axonal densities onethird to one-fourth that of controls,51 contributing to
increased appetite. Treatment of adult ob/ob mice with
leptin does not restore satiety projections, but leptin
treatment of newborn ob/ob mice does rescue the neuronal development,51 indicating the critical role of leptin
during the perinatal period. Importantly, SGA fetuses
and newborns have significantly decreased plasma leptin because of a lack of adipose tissue,52 and studies
confirm reduced satiety neurons.53 Mice that lack leptin
signaling also show additional brain abnormalities and
reduced brain weight, as well as altered expression of
neuronal and glial proteins,54 perhaps explaining the
diversity of cognitive and structural abnormalities observed in SGA offspring.
In our laboratory studies,41 we have utilized a rat
model of maternal under-nutrition that results in SGA
pups with decreased plasma leptin. SGA offspring
nursed by control dams demonstrate significantly increased food intake, with rapid catch-up growth at 3
weeks resulting in adult metabolic syndrome, including
obesity, increased percent body fat, and glucose intolerance.41,55 The obese phenotype is a result of dysfunction
at several aspects of the satiety pathway, as evidenced by
reduced satiety and cellular signaling responses to leptin.56,57 Most recently, our studies have demonstrated a
hypothalamic up-regulation of the nutrient sensor
SIRT1, a factor that epigenetically regulates gene transcription of factors critical to neural development.58,59
Importantly, we have demonstrated that neuronal stem
cells from SGA fetuses and newborns demonstrate
reduced growth and impaired differentiation to neurons
and glial cells.58,59 Thus, impaired neuronal development (and ultimately reduced satiety pathways) may be
a consequence of a reduction in neural stem cell growth
potential and reduced leptin-mediated neurotrophic
stimulation during periods of axonal development.
In addition to appetite and satiety dysfunction, our
studies indicate that maternal under-nutrition programs
enhanced fetal adipose tissue development and function
(lipogenesis), a key factor in the development of obesity.57 Additional organ systems including the kidney
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(impaired nephogenesis),60 lung (reduced alveolar development),61 placenta (increased apoptosis),62 and vascular
bed (reduced vasculogenesis)63 likely contribute to the
phenotype of adult metabolic syndrome.

Effects of Maternal Obesity and Western Diet
Obesity in pregnancy has adverse effects not only on
maternal health and pregnancy outcome but also on
the developing fetus. In addition to the effects of low
birth weight, epidemiological studies indicate that
high birth weights (large for gestational age) or exposure to maternal obesity lead to an increased risk for
childhood and adult obesity.64,65 The 25% to 36%
increase in maternal BMI over the past decade has
translated to an approximately 25% increase in the
incidence of newborns with high birth weight.66 This
is of particular importance, because newborns with
high birth weight show increased adipose tissue mass
and an increased risk of obesity and diabetes risk in
later life.67 In animal studies, although variable effects
of maternal western diets (high fat) on birth weight
have been reported, ranging from low to normal to
high, the adult offspring consistently exhibit obesity
and metabolic abnormalities.68 –70 Studies in our laboratory demonstrate developmental programming of
offspring obesity and lipid abnormalities as a result of
in utero over-nutrition,71 a consequence of programming of altered appetite and satiety and adipogenesis.
Thus, epidemiological studies confirm that the
relationship between human birth weight and adult
obesity, hypertension, or insulin resistance is a
“U-shape curve.”42,72–74 Perhaps most importantly,
the relation of fetal growth to offspring obesity and
metabolic syndrome is a continuum15 rather than a
threshold response. There may well be an optimal
newborn weight (potentially specific to an individual
mother) at which the programming of obesity potential is minimized. However, within ranges of lower or
higher birth weights in comparison to mean values,
studies indicate a gradation of propensity to programming sequelae. Thus, changes from “optimal” in utero
growth, be it from limited or excess nutrition, increase
the relative risk of adult metabolic syndrome.

Implications of Developmental Origins of
Health and Disease Findings
The identification of developmental windows of metabolic and epigenetic plasticity heightens awareness of
the importance of the intrauterine and early postnatal
environment, and it provides a potential window of
opportunity for therapeutic intervention. Although a
majority of the attention on developmental origins of
health and disease thus far has been focused on nutri-
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tion, other potential adverse influences on the developmental environment have also emerged. These include
maternal cigarette-smoking and alcohol consumption,
which have been shown to exert profound effects on
growth and development of the fetus and infant.75,76
Offspring of smoking mothers or mothers exposed to
environmental tobacco smoke are born smaller than
those born to unexposed mothers and are at increased
risk for early-life development of components of the
metabolic syndrome including obesity, insulin resistance, and diabetes.75 Recently, an “environmental obesogen” hypothesis has been advanced to suggest that
chemical exposure during perinatal development may
alter cellular and molecular signals in adipocytes and
other cell types, elevating the risk of obesity. Grun and
Blumberg77 reviewed the literature and provided supporting evidence that developmental exposure to chemicals including diethylstilbestrol, bisphenol A, phytoestrogens, organotins (paint additive), and phthalates
(plasticizer) can increase risk of obesity. Dolinoy et al78,79
reported that maternal exposure to genistein (dietary
supplement) conferred protection against development
of obesity by modifying the fetal epigenome in mice
prone to obesity, and that maternal dietary supplementation with methyl donors counteracted DNA hypomethylation induced by bisphenol A exposure during
early development. These findings support the idea that
toxicants can influence developmental programming in
much the same fashion as nutrition. Clearly, this provocative idea will require substantial scrutiny and additional evidence.80 The potential for chemicals to influence critical developmental processes leading to altered
metabolic programming requires further elucidation but
may ultimately give rise to new toxicity testing approaches to detect such latent alterations.
As discussed, we are at the precipice of a transition
in prenatal care to incorporate a goal of optimizing fetal
and neonatal health to prevent or reduce adult-onset
diseases. Simple decisions remain a dilemma to clinicians. What is the optimal nutrition and weight gain for
underweight or overweight gravid women? Is it of
benefit to deliver SGA fetuses preterm to avoid a
prolongation of an “adverse” intrauterine environment?
What is the long-term risk-to-benefit ratio of maternal
glucocorticoids on developmental programming of
adult disease, and does it depend on the gestational age
at administration? What is the most effective feeding
strategy for preterm infants, and how rapidly should SGA
newborns or newborns with low birth weight gain
weight? Optimal nutritional programs for such newborns
must consider developmental programming effects.
Educating practitioners about the potential secondary effects of developmental programming on
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long-term health of offspring will be critical. Clearly,
prenatal management decisions will await additional
studies exploring mechanisms of developmental programming and consequences and benefits of altered
perinatal management. In the interim, we should
strive for preconceptional normalization of maternal
weight and balanced maternal nutrition during pregnancy. Patient education will be important and pregnancy care providers will increasingly have a role in
the optimization of long-term adult health in addition
to the acute effects of newborn outcome.

17. Gluckman P, Hanson MA. Mismatch: why our world no
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